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What is competitiviteness?
A company’s competitiveness is measured by the benefits arising
from the difference between the company’s offer and that of its
competitors. There are two ways to make this comparison:
• Objective: sales price
• Subjective: customer perceptions
A company’s economic performance is determined by four key
drivers:
1 - Internal: Costs of production (capital, labor) and logistics (transportation, packaging)
2 - External: Quality and productivity of labor, the network and partners; infrastructure
3 - Products and services: innovation, alignment of quality with customer requirements,
synergies and economies of scale
4 - Macroeconomic: Large and favorable market; financial, legal, political, administrative and
legislative constraints
Streamlining the company’s operational processes – quality management, client assessments
and environmental health and safety risk management – strongly impacts its level of
competitiveness.
“By providing valuable services in conformity assessment and auditing, YAP Conseil assists
its clients at various stages of their development. Whether for profitability, governance or
growth, YAP Conseil is your partner for competitiveness.”

Continuous improvement
Only companies engaged in a process of continuous improvement towards excellence continue
to grow and thrive. Continuous improvement is not a target: it is a never-ending process that must
be constantly reinvented. The key success factor is the ongoing mobilization of all stakeholders in
the company to reduce wastefulness («muda») throughout the value chain.

How to procees?
• Commitment by each level of the line organization and each function
• People mobilized around the founding principles of continuous improvement
• Determination to achieve a significant and sustainable breakthrough
• Communications to promote change and unify the social body
• A learning organization that can effectively capitalize on results and quickly deploy best practices

Performance improvements are commonly in the range of 20-30% for the Key Performance
Indicator of the selected process. This ensures a quick return on investment for the program.
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What about the résults?
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Integrated q-hse management systems
The effectiveness of Quality, Health & Safety, and Environmental Management Systems is a decisive
factor in the life of an organization, whose history is marked by successive deployments of management
systems and punctuated by acquisitions and divestments. As a result, the organization’s management
systems are often poorly interconnected. Certification programs are isolated and their scope is local. All
sites must therefore be audited each year and sometimes even several times a year for each certification.
The solution lies in the deployment of a comprehensive management system whose proven
performance enables the use of sampling (multi-site) and facilitates integration (multi-standard) during
certification by a third party.
It is no longer just a question of being able to demonstrate local compliance with relevant standards;
synergies must now be leveraged across the integrated system to demonstrate the overall performance
of the management system under strengthened governance.

How to proceed?
• A single management system must apply to the operations, products and services covered by 		
the scope of certification
• Compliance with standards must be ensured locally
• Monitoring of overall performance must be demonstrated
• Processes for continuous improvement and for sharing of good practices must be implemented

What about the results?
Sampling is a key lever for reducing the workload and the cost of maintenance and for extending
certificates.
In addition to these quantifiable gains, the organization’s governance and the transparency of overall
performance are enhanced.

q-hse performance recovery
Has the Q-HSE performance of your business deteriorated significantly over the past few months,
whether for internal or external reasons? Has performance reached a level that is no longer acceptable
to your stakeholders? Solutions are needed urgently. Where to turn?

How to proceed?
1 - Changing day-to-day behaviors
2 - Restoring exemplary behaviors and getting top management and the entire line organization involved
3 - Instilling a sense of urgency

What about the results?
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Initiating a recovery program improves performance significantly. Overall, it takes from three to six
months to generate a 20% to 50% improvement for a given performance indicator.
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▲ YVES ARNAUD PERES ▲
Yves-Arnaud Peres is a graduate of Arts et Metiers Paris
Tech Engineering school. His entire career has been spent
with large industrial groups such as Alcan, Pechiney, Valeo
and EADS. As an expert in continuous improvement,
Health & Safety and the Environment, he has led several
Performance departments in these large groups. Prior to
assuming leadership positions, Yves-Arnaud began his career
as a senior consultant in industrial organization with KPMG
Consulting.
Yves-Arnaud was also the Director of Quality and HSE for
the Bureau Veritas Group, giving him 360° expertise and
knowledge of major market players.

5 types of intervention
▲ AUDIT & DIAGNOSTIC: Independent and documented collection of objective
information on the conformity of the situation and of suggestions for improvement
allowing short-term benefits.
▲ EMERGENCY INTERVENTION: Identification of causes and implementation of
recommendations and tools allowing to significantly improve performance.
▲ ANIMATION & TRAINING: Leading of “Training by doing” workshops on the process
to reduce wastefulness («muda») throughout the value chain.
▲ CONSULTING: Specific intervention, from few hours over several days in the fields of
expertise of continuous improvement and of Q-HSE integrated management systems.
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▲ COACHING: Transfer of experience from the consultant to the organization until
successful project completion and effective turnover to the local team.
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